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Nuclear energy has the potential to provide Europe with a secure and sustainable electricity 
supply at a competitive price and to make a significant contribution to the reduction of 
greenhouse gases emissions. The interest for Sodium-cooled-Fast-spectrum Reactors 
(SFRs), when compared to Pressurized Water Reactors (PWRs), lies in their more efficient 
management of plutonium and other actinides as well as their ability to use almost all of the 
energy in the natural uranium versus 1% utilized in thermal spectrum systems. The high fuel 
efficiency of fast reactors could greatly dampen concerns about fuel supply. But these 
reactors have also several drawbacks when compared to PWRs (i.e sodium fire, Na reaction 
with O2 and H2O, interaction of sodium with oxide fuels). Their development at an industrial 
scale needs therefore an exhaustive safety assessment that comprises both experimental 
work and development of sophisticated modelling tools able to describe the reactor 
behaviour in normal or incidental conditions.  

In SFRs various types of fuels can be envisaged (e.g. nitrides, carbides, metals) but mixed 
oxide fuels (U,Pu)O2, with Pu/(U+Pu) concentration ratio comprised between 20 and 30 %, 
are still considered as a reference since substantial experience has already been gained in 
terms of fabrication, reactor operation, reprocessing and risk assessment. However one 
significant safety concern regarding this type of fuel comes from its potential interaction with 
the sodium in case of a breach in the stainless steel cladding. Indeed, in case of a defective 
cladding the metallic coolant will enter the pin and react with the fuel to form compounds of 
lower density and thermal conductivity leading to local swelling and development of hot spots 
that could damage further the cladding up to a pin failure. This will also involve the 
contamination of the primary circuit with fission products and transuranium elements. Thus it 
is crucial to have a complete understanding of the phenomena involved during a fuel-sodium 
interaction. 

In the present work the Na-An-O systems with An = (U, Np, Pu) have been explored. 
Numerous ternary compounds have been identified and their crystallographic structure 
investigated, primarily using X-ray diffraction but also by neutron diffraction for some 
uranium-bearing compounds. In those systems it has been found that the oxidation states of 
the actinide can vary from +4 to +7 depending of the (Na+An)/O ratio, oxygen potential and 
temperature. As an example the Na-Np-O system is shown in Figure 1. 
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Fig. 1:  Sketch of the Na-Np-O phase diagram between 673-1273 K, covering a large range of 
oxidation potential, (from [1]). An example of structure is given: -Na2NpO4 

For each compound, once the crystallographic structure was solved, systematic studies have 
been performed to investigate potential phase transitions at high temperatures and to 
determine thermo-mechanical properties such as the thermal expansion coefficient along the 
different crystallographic axes [2].  

Al last, in some of the studied compounds, namely NaUO3, Na3UO4, Na4NpO5, Na2NpO4 and 
Na5PuO6, the valence state V, VI, VII for the uranium, neptunium and the plutonium, 
respectively. In those particular compounds the actinide cations are in the [Rn]5f1 electronic 
configuration. It is planned to investigate their magnetic behavior at low temperature as 
reported for the NaUO3 compound [3] which shows an antiferromagnetic ordering at 32 K.  

In our presentation we will show our latest experimental results. 
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